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Elmhurst University students and staff members picked this winning design by art faculty members Rafael Blanco and
Andrew Sobol for a new mural honoring the school's sesquicentennial. It's to be located on the north-facing wall of the
R.A. Faganel Hall athletic facility. ( Courtesy of Elmhurst University )

Show photos

A massive wall mural is emerging at Elmhurst University. It will
unquestionably "Be Bold," and it will be very blue.

"You cannot miss it," said artist Rafael Blanco of Aurora.
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Blanco, an Elmhurst University faculty member, and art department
chair Andrew Sobol are volunteering their time to paint the mural on the
north-facing wall of the school's R.A. Faganel Hall athletic facility. The
text-heavy design inspirationally states: "Be Bold. Be Elmhurst."

Blanco and Sobol dreamed up a new mural as part of the school's 150th-
anniversary celebrations, which officially began last year. A
sesquicentennial artwork was a natural idea to them, especially since
Spanish-native Blanco has steered his art career more toward mural
making, including a "Diversity in Technology" mural that was painted
last year in downtown Aurora.

But Blanco and Sobol faced some initial hurdles. The duo's design had to
comply with the city of Elmhurst's new mural ordinance, which bars
logos and other messages that could be viewed as advertising.

The artists also wanted the school's students and staff to have a say in
the final artwork. Four proposed designs were created for the artwork,
which stretches 200 feet across and 50 feet high.
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According to Desiree Chen, Elmhurst University's senior director of
communications and external relations, the majority of the more than
775 votes cast were in favor of the winning "Be Bold" mural design.
Peeking behind the turquoise and white text is the face of a person
covered all over in paint.

"We wanted a variety of people to see themselves represented at once,"
Blanco said. "In reality, it's a student of mine in a photo shoot done by
another student of mine."

And since the mural can be seen beyond campus -- especially by passing
Metra riders -- the artists strove to create a work for the entire
community.

"The thought was to connect the two," said Sobol, of Chicago. "We hope
that the message -- not only being a beautiful image -- but that it
inspires people."

Depending upon the weather, the artists hope to complete the mural in
two weeks. They also want the mural to be a bold new backdrop for
family graduation photos tied to Elmhurst University commencement
ceremonies on May 21.

"It was kind of like a forgotten site, but it was perfect for us," Blanco
said. "We are definitely beautifying the area."
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Tornado watch remains
in e"ect over suburbs
after storms cause
damage
The worst storms appear
to have passed through
the suburban area,
downing trees and power
lines, after the National
Weather Service issued
tornado warnings for
northeastern Kane
County and northwest
Cook County, then
DuPage County.

Gwen Casten, daughter
of U.S. Rep. Sean Casten,
has died
U.S. Rep. Sean Casten's
17-year-old daughter,
Gwen, died Monday
morning, his office
announced.
One in custody from
Joliet crash after three
found dead in Round
Lake Beach home
Round Lake Beach police
said a "person of
interest" is in custody as
they investigate the
deaths of three people
found in a home Monday
afternoon. And police
said a vehicle connected
to the investigation was
involved in a crash on I-
80 in Joliet and one
person was taken into
custody.
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After a devastating 2018
!re, Gold Pyramid House
rises from the ashes
The Gold Pyramid House
in Wadsworth is set for a
comeback. "You have to
see it to understand it,"
says Monica Lundeen,
event planner for the
curious attraction.
Philip Baker Hall, of
'Hard Eight,' 'Seinfeld,'
dies at 90
Philip Baker Hall, the
prolific character actor of
film and theater who
starred in Paul Thomas
Anderson's first movies
and who memorably
hunted down a long-
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